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Punjab: 6 tonne fish found dead in 2 Fazilka villages, samples sent to GADVASU

https://www.hindustantimes.com/chandigarh/6-tonne-fish-found-dead-in-2-fazilka-villages-samples-sent-to-gadvasu/story-quemS78l3tFw3pFOxrbH7H.html

Around six tonne of fish were found dead at two villages in Fazilka district over the last weekend, reportedly due to water contamination following discharge of untreated sewage into water bodies. Residents of Ghadumi and Afsar Wala, villages located near the Pakistan border, said dead fish were found floating in the water and scattered on the river banks on Sunday. Satpal Singh of Ghadumi said authorities had been alerted. “Both the villages are located near the Sabuana drain where untreated sewage from Bathinda and Muktsar districts flows into villages of Fazilka district. Seepage from this drain has also contaminated groundwater in the adjoining area. A complaint about water contamination in Fazilka is already under the purview of the National Green Tribunal,” he said. Deputy director fisheries Rajeshwar Kumar said the drain containing municipal waste could have caused severe depletion of oxygen in the water bodies leading fish death. He said the fish multiplied in water accumulated from recent rains and the overflowing drain in the low-lying areas.

“Samples of the dead fish and water from ponds have been sent to the Ludhiana-based Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University to ascertain the cause of mortality,” he said. Meera Ansal, head of the department of college of fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU), said: “Several factors may be responsible for the fish morality, including water contamination. But to figure out the cause and to suggest remedial steps, we need to conduct a detailed study.” Villagers have been complaining of poor quality water being drawn from handpumps at Kadar Baksah, Pucca Chisti, Beri Wala and other villages. A team of Punjab Pollution Control Board (PPCB) has started collecting water samples from the Fazilka district. An official said a detailed report on the quality of water will be submitted to the NGT by August 25.

Punjab: Fish found dead in drain, locals blame cement plant


A large number of fish were today found dead in Ghanuali drain allegedly due to discharge of some poisonous effluent in it. The drain, which passes through Ambuja cement factory, merges with the Sutlej. While residents of surrounding villages alleged that the factory discharged its effluent into the drain, which led to the death of fish, the plant management claimed that their factory did not produce any effluent. Chak Dheran village sarpanch Mukesh Singh said they noticed the dead fish floating in the drain this morning. They alleged that some chemical was
discharged in the drain by the cement plant. Officials of the fisheries and pollution control departments reached the spot and took samples of the fish and water. They said the cause of water contamination would be known only after the testing samples. Ambuja cement plant general manager Rajiv Jain said the plant was set up on land leased out by Guru Gobind Singh Super Thermal Plant. "The water discharged from the power plant and adjoining villages is discharged in the Sutlej through this drain," he said, adding that the plant did produce any effluent. Thermal plant chief engineer Randhir Singh Bains said the plant was lying idle since December, so they could not be held responsible for the fish deaths.

Punjab: Workshop held on shrimp farming practices, prevailing diseases


A one-day training-cum-awareness programme on “Importance of aquatic animal disease surveillance in aquaculture environment” was organized at College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU), under the Indian Council of Agricultural Research and National Fisheries Development Board (ICAR-NFDB) funded project on “National surveillance on aquatic animal disease”. Dr HK Verma, Director of Extension Education and Dr KS Sandhu, Dean, College of Fisheries, inaugurated the training programme. A total of 24 progressive and potential farmers from different districts of Punjab participated in the event. One of the fundamental mandates of the training was to create awareness about shrimp farming practices, current prevailing diseases and prevention protocols. Dr Verma addressed the farmers and highlighted the utilisation of inland saline and water logged areas of Punjab and motivated them to take the benefit of the land. Dr Sandhu told about the importance of surveillance, data management and interpretation data for sustainable production. He conveyed farmers to utilise the GADVASU facilities for field related problems, especially disease diagnosis. Dr Meera D Ansal, Head of Aquaculture Department, highlighted the scope of shrimp farming in Punjab. Dr Naveen Kumar BT, Course director of the training programme explained the source of specific pathogen free (SPF) seed, role of the Coastal Aquaculture Authority (CAA) and Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Aquaculture (RGCA), and the importance of disease surveillance in shrimp farming in India.

Dr Prabjeet Singh and Dr Anuj Tyagi interacted with farmers about site selection, farm design, biosecurity measures and best management practices for sustainable shrimp farming. Dr Shanthanagouda and Dr Amit Mandal discussed about feed management and biofloc technology to increase and double the farmers’ income. Farmers and faculty members of the College interacted and shared the aspects related to shrimp farming activities, current and new technologies of farming in India, which help developing the confidence among the farmers. In the afternoon session, farmers were exposed to onsite and point of care disease diagnostic tool (farmer-level kit) for quick detection of shrimp pathogens, and they were also demonstrated the
shipment of shrimp samples for disease diagnosis in the laboratory. College of Fisheries has been
organising specialised training programmes of variable duration as an entrepreneurship option
for unemployed youth. In addition, the trend of aquaculture in Punjab has shown a positive sign
which would potentially help in a Blue Revolution. The event concluded with vote of thanks and
saying fish for health and wealth by Dr Anuj Tyagi.

**Punjab: Blue revolution: First fish feed mill opens in Rajasansi**

rajasansi/727491.html

With a view to promote the Blue Revolution, the state government opened its first fish feed mill
at Government Fish Seed Farm in Rajasansi on Monday. Besides, a skill development
programme has been launched here to exhort farmers/youth to go for allied occupations. Minister
of Animal Husbandry, Dairy Development, Fisheries and Labour Balbir Singh Sidhu said allied
occupations like fish, pig and goat farming would help in dealing with unemployment and
agrarian crisis. He said the government had announced a subsidy of 40 per cent to set up a fresh
fish pond and told farmers to market their produce themselves. While distributing subsidy
cheques to such aspirants, he said Punjab had been contributing at least 13 per cent of animal
husbandry services in the country. In 2017-18, the production of fish was 1,36,638 tonnes in the
state.

**Punjab: To set up committee to give boost to dairy, animal husbandry, fisheries schemes**

https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/business/369114-punjab-to-set-up-committee-to-give-
boost-to-dairy-animal-husbandry-fisheries-schemes

Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh Tuesday announced setting up a high-powered
committee to boost the dairy sector for supplementing farmers' income in a result-oriented
manner. During a meeting to review the progress of various development projects and schemes
related to animal husbandry, dairy and fisheries, the chief minister asked the additional chief
secretary of animal husbandry department to complete the formalities for setting up the
committee, an official statement said. The committee will consist of the Chairman of the State
Farmers Commission, Director Animal Husbandry, Director of Dairy Development and a
representative of Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU). It
will suggest measures to promote diversification of agriculture with an aim of enhancing farmers'
income from allied sources, the statement said.

Amarinder asked the chairman of the State Farmers Commission, Ajay Vir Jakhar, to engage the
services of Israeli dairy farming expert Yehuda Sprecher, who was here to attend the meeting as
an advisor to the animal husbandry department. Underlining the need to augment farmers'
income to make agriculture viable again, the chief minister said monetary output from traditional
cropping pattern has already reached a saturation point, and alternative avenues of agricultural growth need to be explored and sustained. He stressed on the need to motivate farmers to switch to allied farming for economic viability.

**Punjab: Ban imposed on sale of Magur fish**


Police commissioner Sukhchain Singh Gill has banned the sale and breeding of Magur fish (or ‘mangoor’) in all areas falling under the jurisdiction of the Ludhiana police commissionerate. As per the ban order issued under Section 144 of the CrPC, for meagre financial gains some anti-social elements have been smuggling Magur fish, which is harmful for health, from other countries. This type of fish preys on its own breed posing a major health risk for humans and animals. If this specie mixes with our natural waters, it can be harmful to insects and other fish. Through another order, the commissioner has imposed a ban on hookah bars operating in the city. Gill said it has come to his notice that some hookah parlours are operating illegally in the city and they are causing serious harm to the residents as hookahs contain tobacco, harmful chemicals etc.

Keeping in view the health of the city residents, operating hookah bars in the city has been prohibited. Moreover, Gill has also released an order banning use of loudspeakers from 10pm to 6am in all the areas falling under the jurisdiction of the police commissionerate. The commissioner, while exercising his powers under Section 144 of the CrPC, has said that no person would be allowed to play loudspeakers on high volume from 10pm to 6am. The order stated that when playing loudspeakers on high volume causes noise pollution and affects the common man, animals, birds, sick people etc. Gill said that if someone’s wants to organize a programme in this period, permission from the concerned authorities would have to be obtained. For about two months, the assembly of five or more persons, carrying of arms and ammunition and flammable materials has been prohibited in the city.

**Punjab: Fish need special care during winter season, says expert**


Speaking at an event on fish care during winters, Dr Meera D Ansal, College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU) said fish, being a cold blooded aquatic animal, needs special care during winters. As temperature of the surface water is colder than the bottom layers, the fish prefers to live in the bottom zone. Farmers shall keep the water depth up to 6 feet, so that it gets enough space for hibernating in the warmer bottom zone. In shallow waters, the whole water column becomes cold, which affects the fish and can prove...
fatal. “As day length and light intensity also decreases during winters, oxygen levels decline in ponds due to reduced photosynthetic activity. The situation further aggravates during continuous cloudy days. The farmers are advised to aerate their ponds either by adding fresh water or by using aerators, especially during early hours of the day,” said Dr Ansal. Feed intake of fish decreases with decrease in temperature as its digestive system becomes sluggish.

Hence, it is essential to reduce the feeding rate by 50-75% depending on the temperature. In case the temperature falls below 50 degrees, it is advised to stop feeding. Excess feed remains unconsumed and accumulates at the pond bottom, which deteriorates the water quality. Farmers are further advised to use low protein diets. It is also necessary to reduce/stop adding organic manures such as cow dung, poultry droppings, and pig dung in the pond as rate of decomposition of organic manures declines due to poor microbial activity during winters. It is also advised to go for periodic raking of bottom soil (with the help of barbed wire) to prevent any suspected accumulation of toxic gases at the pond bottom,” said the experts. During winters, various fungal, bacterial and parasitic diseases like fin rot, gill rot, EUS and argulosis may appear in the fish. Treat the pond with CIFAX @ 400 ml/acre just before the onset of winters. Also treat the pond with potassium permanganate @ 1-2 kg/acre or limestone @ 50-100 kg/acre. Salt application @ 100 kg/acre also helps in protecting fish against disease outbreak during winters, added Dr Ansal.

**Punjab and Himachal Pradesh: Rains, floods pound North India; Punjab, Himachal Pradesh suffer the brunt**


Heavy rainfall in Himachal Pradesh, Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir disrupted life in the states. Incessant rain triggered flash floods and landslides in hill states of northern India, with at least 11 people killed on 24 September in Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Haryana. Punjab Thundershowers with gusty winds knocked on Punjab's door on September 23. Torrential rainfall caused massive damage to public property in Punjab. The Sukhna river also crossed the danger mark. A red alert was issued in Punjab on September 24 due to heavy rainfall. Punjab CM Captain Amarinder Singh ordered closing down of schools and colleges on September 25. The chief minister also asked the Army to be on alert to help Punjab deal with any eventuality coming out of the situation, according to an IANS report. The water level at the Bhakra Nangal Dam reached 1,655 metre as against the capacity of 1,680 metre. A warning was issued for villages near Ravi, Beas and Satluj rivers. On September 24, water in Chandigarh's Sukhna Lake crossed the danger mark which compelled the administration to open two spill gates. The floodgates were opened after 10 years after the lake crossed the danger mark of 1,162 feet. Ferozepur Railway Division cancelled trains and many were also diverted.
Heavy rains led to landslides which blocked the roads to Badrinath, Kedarnath and Yamunotri, affecting the Chardham Yatra, while traffic snarled in the national capital due to waterlogging following heavy rains. Incessant rains in Punjab and Haryana could cause damage to kharif crops and dip in their yield, farm experts said. Farmers in Punjab and Haryana demanded adequate compensation for crop damaged by rains. Himachal Pradesh Heavy rains in Himachal Pradesh on September 24 claimed eight lives and hundreds, including school students, were stranded in the state as incessant rainfall for the third straight day triggered landslides and snapped over 200 road links. The Chandigarh-Manali highway beyond Mandi town and the Pathankot-Chamba highway were hit. Manali, Chamba and Dalhousie towns were cut off from rest of the state. Three people were washed away near Manali on September 23 when their vehicle fell into the swollen Beas river.

Elsewhere, two people were washed away in the Parbati river in the Manikaran valley while one girl died near Bajaura. Both incidents occurred in Kullu, one of the worst affected districts by flash floods. A man was drowned in a swollen rivulet near Palampur town in Kangra district, while another was killed when a factory building was washed away in a rivulet in Una district. In Chamba district, around 1,000 school students have been moved to safer places in Holi area of Chamba. They had gathered for the 23rd District Primary School Sports Tournament. After three consecutive days of incessant rains, over 200 roads in the state's interiors remained closed to traffic, stranding travellers and commuters. The highway which connects Manali with Leh in Jammu and Kashmir has been closed for traffic owing to heavy snow since September 22. As a precaution, the government has announced closure of all educational institutions in Chamba, Kullu, Sirmaur, Kangra, Kullu and Hamirpur districts till September 25. According to an IANS report, incessant rains could aggravate the flood-like situation in Punjab and Haryana. All the major rivers of Himachal Pradesh -- the Satluj, Beas and Yamuna -- enter Punjab and Haryana.

The Cabinet was on Monday informed that 120 persons were rescued from Koksar in Lahaul-Spiti district. They included 12 Sikkim tourists. Thirty-three were rescued from Phojal in Kullu. A majority of them were rescued by the Indian Air Force. Three bridges were washed away in Kullu and Manali towns. Nineteen were rescued by Indian Air Force (IAF) in Himachal Pradesh. An IAF chopper rescued 19 people on Saturday in the state as they were stuck in a flash flood triggered by continuous heavy rain. On the direction of Chief Minister Jai Ram Thakur, the chopper from the Indian Air Force was requisitioned to rescue the stranded people at Dobi in Kullu district, a government spokesperson told IANS. He said all of them were rescued safely. The southwest monsoon remained aggressive in the state with most of the areas experiencing heavy to extremely heavy rains, causing landslides in some areas and blocking the highways. All the major rivers and their tributaries were in spate, officials said.

**Chandigarh: Fish seeds farms rejuvenated investing Rs 24.65 crore: Balbir Singh Sidhu**
To lend much needed helping hand to the farmers associated with the fish farming, the State Government has resuscitated the various ‘Fish Seed Farms’ with the cost of Rs. 24.65 crore. Disclosing this, Mr. Balbir Singh Sidhu Animal Husbandry, Dairy Development & Fisheries Minister said that the motive behind this exercise is to encourage the farmers to opt for fish farming under the agricultural diversification programme of Congress Government. He said that the initiative of the Government in this direction has borne fruits as 3449.23 acres of additional area has been brought under fish farming in the year 2017-18 whereas 35882.49 acres of existing area under fish farming is remained intact. The Minister said that with the proactive efforts of the fishery department, 137309 tonne of fish was produced in the state in year 2017-18. He said that with this achievement the state has now emerged as one of the leading states of India in the field of fish farming. He said that a state of the art ‘Fish Brood Bank’ would soon be established in the state to produce high quality fish seed with scientific techniques.

Similarly a new Government Fish Seed Farm is also being established at village Alisher Khurd in District Mansa. He said that the farmers of Punjab are so enthusiastic to adopt fish farming, so the Government has been conducting training session throughout the year across the State to train the farmers on the scientific techniques of fish farming. He said that 6324 persons have been imparted training in year 2017-18 and Fishery department helped the farmers to get loans worth Rs. 4,51 crore from banks. Mr. Balbir Singh Sidhu further said that 5 ‘State of the Art Laboratories’ are being set up in the state to diagnose diseases and maintain quality of water in the fish ponds so that fish farming can be progressed on scientific lines.

Pakistan: LHC grants stay order against auction of fresh water fishing lease in Punjab

The Lahore High Court (LHC) last week granted a stay order against the auction of fishing rights in Punjab’s rivers and freshwater reservoirs. The petition was submitted on behalf of three petitioners including Khadim Hussain, a member of Sindhu Bachao Tarla (Save the Indus Plea) by Advocate Syed Ghazenfur Shah. The petition argues that the Punjab Fisheries Department’s decision to auction freshwater fishing rights to contractors has forced traditional fisher communities in Punjab to go into debt bondage. Advocate Shah argued that the current lease system of fishing prevailing on approximately 350 water bodies in Punjab has led to the economic and social destitution of the fishers. He explained that the lease system auctions off public waters to private individuals who then exercise a monopoly to fish on these waters which include rivers, ponds and lakes. This deprives the traditional fisher communities from their right to fish freely, forcing them instead to sell their catch to the leaseholders at paltry rates.
Leaseholders extract extraordinary economic gains by exploiting the skill and labour of the fishers while providing minimum revenue to the public exchequer.

The petition put forward had requested the court to strike down the lease system on the grounds that it was in contravention to the Bonded Labour (Abolition) Act 1992. It also requested that the court recognise the rights of these traditional communities to fish and their key role in protecting the fragile river ecosystem. Justice Shams Mehmood Mirza granted a stay order on the auction and directed the Punjab Fisheries Department to respond to the petitioner’s claims. The next hearing has been scheduled for October 11. The lease system was abolished in Sindh by the provincial government due to overwhelming evidence of its devastating impact on fisher communities. Petitioner Khadim Hussain said that in addition to the exploitation of the fisher communities, leaseholders often force fishers to overfish and employ other environmentally harmful practices. He further said that numerous complaints have been made to the Fisheries Director General (DG) and other government departments, but to no avail, often resulting in violence against fishers by the leaseholders. He said that numerous studies the world over have linked robust community-based rights for small fishers to sustainable fishing and protection of biodiversity.

**Punjab: Your fish embalmed with chemical used for corpses**


Ever thought what keeps sea fish fresh? It is formalin, a chemical used for preserving corpses in mortuaries. An investigation carried out by The Tribune has found large presence of the chemical in fish, sold in Chandigarh and Punjab. At least 10 varieties of sea fish are consumed in the region. The Tribune team purchased some popular varieties at one of the region's biggest fish markets in Chandigarh’s Sector 21 and got these tested at the Punjab Food and Chemical Testing Laboratory in Kharar. Formalin was found in two most commonly consumed varieties — Mackerel and Red Snapper. The test report, prepared by the Food Analyst Punjab, stated that in Mackerel a large amount of the chemical was found. In Red Snapper, traces of formalin were observed. A query with the Punjab Health Department reveals it is not for the first time that formalin has been found in fish in the region. In 2013, four samples were taken by the Civil Surgeon, Patiala, from the city’s fish market and a huge amount of formalin was found in all four. Health experts say formalin, a derivative of formaldehyde, is a dangerous chemical and its consumption is linked to cancer.

Dr Onkar Singh Baraich, Assistant Professor (Fish and Fisheries), Punjabi University, Patiala, said the chemical was so strong that a solution of 5 per cent formalin and 95 per cent water could preserve fish for 100 years. “The moment it comes in contact with a living organism, it arrests it, which helps stop the organism decay,” he explained. Formalin can cause severe stomach
ailments, disturbing enzymes and paralysing the digestive system. Any food laced with the chemical loses its nutritional value. “Formalin-laced food cannot be digested, it goes with faeces as it is.” Both Mackerel and Red Snapper, that come from Mumbai, are widely consumed in the region. Transported by train, these reach Chandigarh and Punjab on the third or fourth day. Retailers and wholesalers deny any chemical is used for preservation locally. “We receive consignments in thermocol boxes from Mumbai. We place the fish on ice and sell or supply within two days,” claims the owner of Ashoka Fish Merchant in Chandigarh. Punjab officials say most of the fish sold in the state is of varieties found in local rivers. “Formalin may be used in sea fish, but not in local varieties, that are consumed within 24 hours and need only ice to prevent rotting,” says Dr Madan Mohan, Director Fisheries, Punjab.

Sukhwinder Singh, Designated Officer, Department of Food Safety and Standards, Chandigarh Administration, did not respond to repeated calls. Supply route Sea fish sourced from Gujarat, Odisha, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal arrives at Gazipur hub in East Delhi. It is further supplied to parts of North India, including Chandigarh. Deadly formalin It is a strong disinfectant and tissue hardener. It is used for preserving biological and anatomical specimens. It is also used to sterilise surgical instruments Mackerel & Red Snapper Mackerel is known by different names in different languages and regions like ayla in Malayalam, bangdi in Gujarati and bangda in Marathi. It is widely found in the western coastal belt. Red Snapper is commonly found in Kerala. May Affect... Respiratory tract Lungs Liver Kidney Can Cause... Allergies Bronchitis Pneumonia Cancer Consuming 30 ml of formalin — a solution made of water, menthol and 37% formaldehyde — can kill an adult

**India: Heat wave will continue in Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Delhi:**


The India Meteorological Department (IMD) has warned of heat wave conditions in North India, including Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab and Delhi in the coming days. On Saturday, the maximum temperature in Narnaul town in Haryana was 46 degrees, while Patiala city in neighbouring Punjab was hot at 45 degrees. Hisar (45.7), Bhiwani (45.6) and Karnal and Ambala (both 44 degrees) had also seen an intensified heat wave and Chandigarh had recorded a high of 43.6 degrees on Saturday. Amritsar city in Punjab had recorded a high of 43.6 degrees, while Ludhiana was hotter at 44.6 degrees. In Delhi, on Saturday, the mercury had risen to 45 degrees celsius, which was five notches above normal for the season. IMD warning for 27 May (issued 2 pm): - Heat wave conditions are very likely to occur at most parts of west Rajasthan, some parts of east Rajasthan, Haryana, Chandigarh, Delhi, Vidarbha, west Madhya Pradesh and at one or two pockets over Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, west Madhya Pradesh, Saurashtra and Kutch. - Heavy to very heavy rain at a few places over Lakshadweep and at isolated places over Kerala, sub-
-Himalayan West Bengal and Sikkim, Assam and Meghalaya and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Heavy rain very likely at isolated places over coastal Karnataka, south interior Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Arunachal Pradesh. - Thunderstorm accompanied with gusty winds very likely at isolated places over GWB, Odisha, Jharkhand, Bihar, east MP, south Konkan and Goa, Vidarbha, Chhattisgarh, Telangana, Tamilnadu and interior Karnataka. Duststorm/thunderstorm very likely at isolated places over Punjab, Haryana, Delhi and UP. - High wave in the range of 3.0-3.6 meters are likely along the coast of Lakshadweep Islands and Kerala.

Squally wind speed reaching 40-50 Kmph gusting to 60 kmph very likely along and off Kerala and Karnataka coasts, over and around Lakshadweep area and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. - Fishermen are advised not to venture into the sea along and off Kerala and Karnataka coasts and over and around Lakshadweep and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. IMD warning for May 28: - Heat wave conditions are very likely to occur at many parts of west Rajasthan, some parts of east Rajasthan and at one or two pockets over Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Delhi, Madhya Pradesh, Saurashtra, Kutch and Vidarbha. - Heavy to very heavy rain at a few places over Lakshadweep and at isolated places over Kerala, heavy rain very likely at isolated places over coastal Karnataka, south interior Karnataka, sub–Himalayan West Bengal, Sikkim, Assam, Meghalaya and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. - Thunderstorm accompanied with gusty winds very likely at isolated places over UP, UK, gangetic West Bengal, Odisha, Jharkhand, Bihar, south Konkan, Goa, Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu and interior Karnataka. Duststorm very likely at isolated places over east Rajasthan. - Squally wind speed reaching 40-50 kmph gusting to 60 kmph very likely along and off Kerala and Karnataka coasts, over and around Lakshadweep area and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. - Fishermen are advised not to venture into the sea along and off Kerala and Karnataka coasts and over and around Lakshadweep and Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

**Punjab: Aftermath of contamination: Plans afoot to ban fishing in Beas for 2 years**


Days after Punjab’s biggest ecological disaster took place in the Beas due to the discharge of molasses from a Gurdaspur sugar mill, the state’s department of fisheries has proposed to impose a complete ban on fishing in the river for two years. Also, the department has proposed to release seeds of fish varieties in the Beas that were once found in it from other water bodies as part of its revival plan for the river’s ecosystem. “We have sent the proposal to our head office to ban fishing in the river. Now, it is up to the government to take final call on this,” department of fisheries assistant director Raj Kumar said. Officials of the forest and wildlife department also supported the revival proposal of the department of fisheries. Kuldeep Kumar, principal chief conservator of forests, department of forest and wildlife, said, “We are still assessing the loss caused by the disaster. We can only chalk out the revival plan for the next stage.” “Ban on
fishing should be the top priority. Secondly, the river should not be subjected to any kind of disturbance or interference. All the departments, including the police, should cooperate in achieving this. Besides, proper and consistent flow of water from the dams is also necessary for the revival,” said an official, who did not want to be quoted as he is not authorised to talk to the media.

The river’s ecosystem was heavily damaged due to the spill as it not only endangered the varieties of fish, but also broke the food chain, thereby affecting other species in the river and migratory birds that visit the Harike wetland during winter season every year. Raj Kumar said they have sent the proposal to release seeds of now-extinct varieties to the department head office. He said they have proposed two ways out to revive the river’s ecology. “Since the monsoon season, which is the breeding period for fish, is upcoming, we have proposed to bring the seeds of now-extinct varieties (in Beas) from other sources to release them at different points of the river,” he said, adding, “Some varieties are available in Punjab and can easily be reintroduced in the river, while rest of the varieties will have to be brought from coastal states such as Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal and Orissa.” The now-extinct fish varieties include the common carp, Indian rohu, catla, mrigal, catfish, singari, gosh, bam, chital, bata and sol. “The Indian Rahu, catla and common corp among others are available in government-owned fish seed farms in Punjab. Such a farm is also there at Rajasansi village from where the fish seed can be brought to the river,” he said. Dead fish disposed of The two departments have disposed of the fish that died in the wake of the sugar mill spill by burying them in pits near the banks of the river, it has been learnt. Kumar said they carried out the drive on May 17 and 18 to dispose of the dead fish as it was necessary to prevent further deterioration of the river ecology. “We applied a chemical substance on the dead fish before dumping them,” he said.

Punjab: State to set up Rs 7-cr fish seed farm in Mansa


With a view to giving a boost to fishery in this border district, the Punjab Government will soon start a fish-seed farm to help fish farmers in getting quality fish seed. The firm, to cost Rs 7 crore, is being set up at Alisher Khurd village in Bhikhi block. The process of setting up the farm is in full swing and it would start functioning within the next two months. Divulging more details about the project, Mansa ADC (development) Gurmeet Sidhu said the farm would prove to be a blessing in disguise for those farmers who were planning to set up fish ponds in Mansa district. He said this would be the 15th fish-seed farm in the state, which would help farmers in getting high quality fish seed. More and more farmers of Mansa are getting attracted towards fish farming as 10 ponds were set up by farmers across this district last year. He said the farmers whose agricultural land had saline water or arid soil could opt for fish farming and the Punjab Government is helping them in every possible manner.
“Apart from providing seed of the approved fish varieties, the government would also set up a fish farming training centre within the premises of this seed-farm where farmers could learn modern ways of fish farming for free. The centre would be equipped with a soil and water testing laboratory,” Sidhu said. He pointed out that once the farm was set up, farmers of the area need not to go anywhere else as they would be able to get everything related with fish-farming under one roof. Spread in an area of over 12 acres and 2 kanal, the farm would be opened to farmers soon as it was now near completion. At present, there are 36 private ponds in Mansa district with a total area of 107 acres under fish farming. Around 2,067 acres of panchayati land in villages of Mansa district too is under fish farming where village ponds are taken on contract. The per hectare production of fish in Mansa is 7 tonne every year and the fish produced is sold in the market of Ludhiana.

Pakistan: In polluted Punjab river, the miracle and mystery of dolphins surviving mass death


Villagers living downstream along the Beas river from Kiri Afgana village in Punjab’s Gurdaspur district woke up on May 17 to a sight they had never seen before. Thousands of fish of all sizes were turning dead up along the river banks. The villagers immediately took the fish and put them in buckets and tubs of water, local forest department official Karm Singh said. The locals knew from experience that the fish could be revived if released back into water even after half an hour out of the river. They hoped that the river water that had turned a dark rusty colour overnight and stank of alcohol would flow away allowing them to return the fish to the river. They waited but the water cleared only after two days. A chemical reaction inside the molasses storage tank of a sugar mill owned by Chadha Sugar Industries Private Limited at Kiri Afgana released thousands of litres of molasses into the main stem of the Beas late on May 16. Among the creatures that were affected were the Indus river dolphin, one of the India’s rarest mammals. The Indus river dolphin (Platanista gangetica ssp minor) is a subspecies of the South Asian River Dolphin, which includes the Gangetic river dolphin.

Both the subspecies are threatened and protected under Schedule I of India’s Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. A WWF team and forest department officials had been tracking the precarious return of the Indus River dolphins to the Beas about a decade ago after they were believed to have become locally extinct. Their return to the Beas was reported and confirmed in 2007 but their population was less than a dozen. A small isolated population like this is at greater risk of local extinction, according to experts. When Gitanjali Kanwar heard the news of the leak her heart sank. “The immediate effect was plunging pH levels, turning the water acidic and the loss of dissolved oxygen,” Kanwar, a WWF India field researcher who has studied this riverine system for close to a decade, said. The WWF team had announced earlier in May that a healthy
population of about five to eleven dolphins inhabited the stretch of the river between Pong dam in Himachal Pradesh and Harike barrage in Punjab. During the survey held between May 3 and 6, the presence of a calf suggesting a breeding population was big news. But the ugly disaster threatened to wipe the Indus river dolphins off the face of India. “It felt like losing a close family member,” Kanwar said recalling her first reaction to the news of the leak. Apart from turning the stretch of water acidic, the molasses also ate up the dissolved oxygen. Like humans, fish require oxygen to live, which they absorb directly from the water using their gills. When the oxygen dries up, a fish usually comes to the surface to breathe in the air from its mouth.

This works for only for a short time as it is not what fish are made for and so they suffocate and die. The only glimmer of hope for the conservationists was that dolphins do not breathe using gills but oxygen in the atmosphere from the blowhole located on top of their heads. The loss of dissolved oxygen in the river water didn’t cut off the dolphin’s oxygen supply but whether they survived the acidic polluted water remained a torturous mystery. A survey team of WWF and forest personnel searched in vain for two days after the leak for any signs of the dolphins and during that period they thought the endangered species was lost again. Forest official Singh glimpsed a dolphin near Karmuwala village on the third day after a disappointing morning of spotting nothing and then mistaking a floating dead cow for a dolphin. What Singh spotted was an adult female and a few heart-stopping moments later a calf emerged in a graceful arc from the waters. On Sunday, they found a group of three. “All of us heaved a sigh of relief,” he recalled. Experts are still trying to find out how the dolphins remained unscathed from the acidic water. WWF’s Kanwar believes that when faced with the torrent of foul polluted water the dolphins scurried to find cleaner side channels of the river. Since the pollutants followed the path of the river flow the side channels were not contaminated by the molasses leak.

A large number of bigger fish that were closer to the point of contamination died but those downstream were able to escape the incoming dirty water. “There was a large scale fish mortality. The livestock was not affected because people didn’t bring them to the river water like they usually do,” Kuldip Kumar, the chief wildlife warden of Punjab, said. Kumar said that the dirty water flowed downstream and entered the irrigation channels that feed Rajasthan and Punjab. The loss of fish was staggering with the most mortality believed to be of three kinds of catfish: the Malhi (Wallago attu), Singhara (Sperata seenghala), monster fish (Rita rita) and the Rohu (Labeo rohita) and Mrigal carp (Cirrhinus cirrhosus), as per preliminary reports. Villagers buried some of the fish they tried to retrieve from the waters but most were left to rot along the banks and became food for dogs, riverine birds and other fish. District authorities issued advisories to fishermen to not sell the fish that died from the pollution but some were sold anyway in places further away like Amritsar. “The fishermen who caught the dead fish did not keep them for their own consumption, they sold all of them to the market,” a forest department official said on the condition of anonymity. “Why would they eat this fish when they saw how they died?” he asked. The dolphins may have survived the initial death blow but factors like a
diminished prey base, which includes catfish, could affect them and the long-term impact on the ecosystem will have to be studied.

“We are still investigating the impact on the river and species,” GS Majithia, chief engineer at the Punjab Pollution Control Board, who is leading a probe into the incident, said. The Rs 25 lakh security posted by the sugar mill was seized and it was shut down on May 18. The actions came too late, according to Kanwar. The pollution control board waited for a disaster to take action ignoring red flags along the way, and opportunities to take action, she said. “They were fined, they were shut down, but the fish are dead,” Atman Singh, a local forest official who guards the Harike bird sanctuary, said. The elderly men in his group, who also guard the bird sanctuary, nodded sagely. They seemed to have grasped something that slipped from the consideration of officials: No amount of fines and shut factories could manufacture a lost species. “The fish are gone,” one said quietly shaking his head.

**Punjab: Molasses leak from sugar factory kills thousands of fish in Beas**


In a massive ecological disaster, a large number of fish were killed in the Beas on Thursday after molasses from a sugar factory leaked into the river. The presence of molasses, a byproduct in sugar factories used for alcohol production, has affected over 30 km of the river. Amritsar deputy commissioner Kamaldeep Singh Sangha said that molasses stored in a factory at Kiri Afghana village of Punjab’s Gurdaspur district had accidentally leaked into the river, resulting in a massive dip in the oxygen levels of the river, killing thousands of fish. Punjab minister OP Soni, who visited the affected area along with Amritsar Lok Sabha member Gurjit Aujla ordered a probe into the incident and issued an order to shut down the sugar mill. “I have marked an inquiry into the incident,” said Soni, adding that water samples were being collected from various places in the river to check the impact of the disaster. Sangha, who has been camping on the banks of the Beas since getting news about leakage of molasses into the river, said he also got water released from Pong and Ranjit Sagar Dams. The release of fresh water into the Beas will also help contain the problem.

“Water sample reports are better after the release of water from the dams,” said Sangha. The administrations of various Punjab districts including Amritsar, Tarn Taran and Gurdaspur have issued advisory warning people against eating and selling dead fish from the Beas after some residents of the villages along the river were seen picking up dead fish. Soni said teams from wildlife department, Punjab Pollution Control Board, Guru Nanak Dev University and other concerned departments were immediately informed about the disaster, but they didn’t find any toxin in the river water. “Lack of oxygen in the water has been determined as the cause of death
of the fish,“ said the minister. Sangha said the water samples had been sent to the Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University in Ludhiana for complete chemical analysis. “Disturbing the ecological balance is a serious offense which attracts strict action,” warned Aujla.

Pakistan: Work on four new fish hatcheries in progress in South Punjab


Punjab Fisheries Department is establishing four fish hatcheries in Multan division with an objective to promote protein rich food in the region. The new fish hatcheries are being made, two in Khanewal, one each in Lodhran and Vehari. This was stated by assistant director fisheries Ibrar Gujjar while talking to APP. He informed that new fish hatcheries were being developed after recommendations from various MPAs of the region. South Punjab is rich in production of fish, he said and added that about 80 percent of the Fish was produced in Multan, Khanewal and Muzaffargarh. To a question about Fish consumption in the country, Ibrar Gujjar added that per person consumption of fish in Pakistan was very low as an average of two kilogramme fish was consumed by every Pakistani in a year. However, at international level, the average stood nearly 25 kilogramme per year. The assistant director disclosed that there were already 12 fish hatcheries functional in the region and the new addition would be very much benefacial. To another question, the assistant director informed that the fish was produced at an area of nearly 50,000 acres in South Punjab. The Fisheries department was providing every possible assistance for promotion of the fish.

Punjab: Fish market menace: No place for shopkeepers


The municipal corporation here, which is already late in shifting the fish market even after judicial directions, is expected to delay the Punjab and Haryana high court orders even further. With this, the Patiala Municipal Corporation (PMC) would fail to provide the city residents a much-needed sigh of relief. The delay could be on the back of the fact that the PMC is facing opposition from the residents at the new site too. The PMC decided to shift the fish market from its present spot to Ghalouri Gate after the high court in June last year ordered to vacate the residential areas within six months. The residents near Ghalouri Gate raised their voices and protested on Monday against the PMC's move to provide temporary arrangements for the fish market at the proposed site. With this, the PMC officials are finding it difficult to continue with the construction, which includes building shed, as the residents of Patak Vihar Colony resisted against moving the fish market here.
Patiala Mayor Sanjeev Sharma reached the venue on Monday and in a bid to comfort the residents assured them that the new market would be shifted a few metres away from the proposed site. Notably, a two-judge bench of high court had passed the shifting orders on June 9, 2017 in the presence of PMC commissioner Gurpreet Singh Khaira. The court ordered to shift the fish market from the residential area and provide the basic amenities to the shopkeepers. The state government under the tenure of SAD-BJP decided to shift fish market after the natives of various residential colonies objected to the fish market creating a nuisance for the common public. The residents of Bharat Nagar were most affected by the market. The government then decided to shift the market to Ghalouri Gate. There are around 200 shopkeepers, who are unwilling to shift to the new place. The shopkeepers, who were currently running their business near residential areas including local factory area, Bharat Nagar, and opposite district court complex, were now seen looking for places where their businesses can flourish. "There was no protest at all, however, some residents raised their objections against the establishment of the fish market here.

They claimed that near the proposed site of the fish market there is a religious shrine. It was then the mayor directed to shift the new site a few meters away from the proposed one," said an MC councilor Sandeep Malhotra. "Around 500 sq yard area has been selected for temporary arrangements to shift the fish market at Sanauri Adda. The shopkeepers here will be provided all the basic amenities. We have six acres of land that belong to the PMC and out of this 500 sq yd have been selected. The estimated cost to complete this project of temporary facilities here is Rs 11 lakh", said GS Walia executive engineer of PMC.

**Pakistan: Punjab looks to boost fish production**


The disappearance of hundreds of fishing ponds and lakes during the last couple of decades has affected the production of inland fish in Punjab. The provincial government now plans to introduce initiatives to promote aquaculture, attract investment in the fisheries sector and improve economy of the people associated with the business. Though the share of fish farming in GDP is 0.41 per cent, it has a value addition in export earnings. During the first nine months of the previous fiscal year (ie July-March 2016-17), total marine and inland fish production was estimated at 520,000 million tonnes, of which 375,000m tonnes came from marine fisheries and the remainder from inland waters. The Punjab government is working on a new package of incentives for setting up new fish farms and improving the existing ones in an attempt to check the decline in fish production and provide the masses with a cheap option of obtaining protein in the form of fish meat, says Iftikhar Ahmad Qureshi, director general of the provincial fisheries department.
A proposal has been forwarded to budget-makers for offering around Rs100,000 to Rs150,000 per acre to landowners who are ready to set up fish farms, he says. The existing fish farmers utilising conventional techniques are also being offered recirculation pumps for improving water quality through aerators that maintain a certain level of oxygen in water. A proposal has been forwarded to budget-makers for offering around Rs100,000 to Rs150,000 per acre to landowners who are ready to set up fish farms. Under another initiative, the fisheries department is giving solar pumps on a matching-grant basis to those associated with the business for the last five years and own between five and 15 acres. The project is aimed at reducing the production cost of fish farmers, Mr Qureshi says. Likewise, the department has also offered 3,000 genetically improved fish seed free of cost per hatchery to owners of private fish hatcheries for preparing broodstock under the Kisan package announced by the government in the previous financial year. Efforts are being made the world over to tap development opportunities in areas where agriculture activities have become difficult, if not impossible, because of salinity or brackish groundwater agriculture. Since the 1960s, zoology experts have been developing fish species that could nourish in the saline and brackish water.

These endeavours are being replicated in Punjab where vast tracts in certain districts are lying barren for want of sweet water or because of salinity and brackish water. These areas include Muzaffargarh, Taunsa Sharif, Faisalabad and Sargodha. Anser Mahmood Chatta, deputy director at the Punjab fisheries department, says efforts are being made to develop fisheries in saline and brackish water, particularly in south Punjab. “The selected areas have been thoroughly surveyed, their soil and subsoil water tested and analysed in the department’s laboratories to identify the nature and quantity of various salts in it,” he says. “Experts have concluded that the genetically improved farmed tilapia fish species is the best for culture.” Unlike in the case of local species, the culture of tilapia can be expanded utilising brackish water for fish production on a commercial scale. The species belongs to the Nile, he says, adding that it was first introduced in Pakistan in the late 1970s and cultivation started in the 1990s after some genetic improvement. With the help of a programme funded by the United States Department of Agriculture, the tilapia fish production has been boosted up to 5,000 fish per acre with the help of soya-based floating feed.

“Keeping in view the constraints that have hurt the plans for shrimp farming along the Sindh coast, we are developing a hatchery in Muzaffargarh to ensure uninterrupted supply of seed to fish farmers. Besides, training programmes are being arranged for interested entrepreneurs,” Mr Chatta says. The department is also planning mass awareness campaigns to promote fish consumption culture and create local market for fish farmers. The campaign is also aimed at breaking the myth that fish must not be consumed in the months whose names don’t contain letter ‘R’, ie May, June, July and August. The official says that the myth had been created by the department itself back in the 1970s and 80s to prevent the people from eating fish during the
breeding season because then it could not have developed hatcheries to meet local needs for fish seed.

**Punjab: Villagers use waterlogged fields for fish farming**


More than 5,000 acres in about 35 villages in the district are waterlogged resulting in financial losses to farmers. The government authorities have claimed that the farmers are switching over to fish farming and earning handsome amounts out of it. Official sources said 120 farmers had adopted fish farming in 350 acres waterlogged land in villages, namely Shajrana, Bahadurkhera, Sayydanwali, Kala Tiba, Kera Khera, Bahalwasi, Dhaban Kokrian, Khui Khera and Burz Hanumangarh. Deputy Commissioner Isha Kalia said 50 per cent to 90 per cent subsidy is offered to the farmers to set up fish farming infrastructure. Deputy Director, Fisheries Department, Fazilka, Rajinder Kataria said the farmers were earning Rs 80,000 to Rs 1.20 lakh per acre in these areas. Dharam Chand, a farmer of Shajrana village, said his land which was once very fertile but had been lying unused following the waterlogging problem since 1980. Now he had set up a water pond in 2.5 acres of land and was earning Rs 2.5 lakh per year out of it. Kataria said the farmers had been rearing the fish from 16 to 20 quintals per acre. “The bulk buyers of the fish are traders from Delhi and Ludhiana besides the nearby areas who used to come to the pond and collect the fish of their own choice,” claimed Kataria.

The Deputy Director said shrimp farming in waterlogged area was also suitable with salinity of 5 ppt (parts per thousand) and the farmers could earn Rs 4 to 5 lakh per acres by rearing shrimp. Making moolah * More than 5,000 acres in about 35 villages in Fazilka district are waterlogged * Official sources said 120 farmers had adopted fish farming on 350 acres of waterlogged land in villages * Deputy Director, Fisheries Department, Fazilka, Rajinder Kataria said the farmers were earning Rs 80,000 to Rs 1.2 lakh per acre in these areas

**Punjab and Haryana: High Court shocker for fish sellers**


Dismissing the writ petition of fish sellers regarding the operation of Fish Market from the local factory area, the Punjab and Haryana High Court denied any relief to the shopkeepers. The high court issued directions to the Municipal Corporation, Patiala, to take appropriate steps for the purpose of providing infrastructure to fish sellers at the designated area, which is at Ghalaria Gate. The court has also dismissed the appeal of stay of shopkeepers regarding the sale of fish from the existing Fish Market in the factory area. In their plea, the fish sellers alleged that the MC allotted an unhygienic and dirty place at Ghaliaur Gate for the same following the removal
of the Fish Market from the factory area. Residents of the factory area, councillor Harpreet Kaur and her husband Sukhwinder Pal Minta, a former councillor, led a campaign to remove the Fish Market. The residents also staged protests against the foul smell and other issues created due to the sale of fish that led to the closure of the market by the local administration in November 2016. Minta claimed that earlier the orders of the high court were misinterpreted by the shopkeepers as in the orders the ‘existing location’ was meant by their working places after the removal from the factory area.

Minta said: “The shopkeepers again set up their shops in the factory area in February, after misinterpreting the orders of the high court.” He said now, the MC and the local administration should immediately remove the shops as they had again created a ruckus in the area. The Fish Market was closed by the local administration under Section 133 of the IPC after the orders of the Patiala sessions court. The court stated that the market could not exist in the residential area and asked the Municipal Corporation to facilitate an alternate place to the shopkeepers. After the court orders, the local MC facilitated the shopkeepers with the alternate place at Ghalauri Gate. However, the shop owners again moved the high court against the allocation of the place in unhygienic conditions.

**India and Pakistan: BSF seizes two Pakistani boats from Sutlej river in Punjab’s Ferozepur district**


A month after Pakistan arrested nearly 88 fishermen, the BSF today seized two Pakistani boats from the Sutlej river in Punjab’s Ferozepur district. They were loaded with 400 kg of fish. Earlier in the morning today, Pakistan violated ceasefire in Poonch district of Jammu and Kashmir, to which security forces retaliated strongly. Last month, the Pakistan Navy had apprehended 88 Indian fishermen and 15 boats off the Gujarat coast in the Arabian Sea. They were arrested from Jakhau village of Gujarat. Earlier this year, nearly arrested sixty Indian fishermen were arrested by Pakistan for allegedly straying into its territorial waters. The fishermen were arrested by Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA).

After arresting them, fishermen were made to appear before a judicial magistrate. According to the agency, the arrests were made after the Indian fishermen were seen fishing in waters of Pakistan and had refused to leave even after repeated warnings. Before this, the neighbouring country had released 219 Indian fishermen as a goodwill gesture. The incidents of arresting fishermen have been increasing in the Arabian Sea in recent times. On several occasions, fishermen have to spend months and years in jails before they are deported back to their country. The Sri Lankan Navy had earlier apprehended eight Indian fishermen in Dhanuskodi. It also
arrested 13 Indian fishermen along with two boats in the sea area that is located north of Delft Island.

**Punjab: Boat Makers Of Punjab**


The five rivers irritating the vast land of Punjab bordering Pakistan on one side, and Haryana, J&K, Himachal on the other, were once the waterways of the state. When the road and rail network was not established the boats alone were the medium of crossing rivers. Like many other states the rivers were then not bridged. The then prevailing conditions provided ample business opportunities to the boat manufacturers in the state. In order to know the practices and opportunities available during those days to such people this reporter wandered to locate such people and finally met the lone boat manufacturer still continuing the ancestral legacy for over a century at Rupnagar, a place some 45 kms from Chandigarh, where the mighty river Satluj is barraged for diverting into irrigation canals. Ravinder Singh and his son Harvinder Singh continuing their ancestral business took me into the past, of pre independence era. With their shop on the bank of Sirhind Canal flowing within the Rupnagar city they feel proud to follow the customs though the patterns have changed with time.

Ravinder Singh told that in early 1900s the river Satluj was the major waterway for transportation of wooden logs and also other merchandise. Sitting beside the canal I saw it strong current flowing below and wondered how the transportation was being carried out. Ravinder Singh in his late 70s told that they used to manufacture big boats of upto 50 feet long and 12 feet wide. The wooden logs flowing in River Satluj from Himachal Pradesh, he told used to be diverted into the Sirhind Canal through a small rivulet called ‘kishti nalah’. The big boat, he told was also used as a medium of transport for the people. The boat could carry as many as 100 people besides livestock and merchandise. But one thing was baffling that the boat could flow downstream easily with the water current but how would it be brought back. To my surprise, he told that the boat used to be tied to bullocks walking on both sides of the canal who would pull it upstream against the current.

There was a proper bullock path well maintained on both sides of the canal between Rupnagar then known as Ropar and Doraha, some 40 kms downstream he said. Ravinder Singh nostalgically remembered his grandfather Bhagwan Singh and father Bishan Singh from whom he had learnt the skills. The journey of boat making over the four generations had travelled from wooden to aluminium and now to fibreglass the young Harvinder told. With times, Harvinder told they were following the sale process through government tendering. Mostly they were engaged in government supplies to Flood Control, Tourism, BSF, Fisheries and Power generation companies. In private supplies, he told that they also catered to amusement parks and racing boats all over the country. About costing, he informed that the same depended on size
which vary between 10 feet to 18 feet long and 6 feet wide, as well as the material used. About fabrication of fibreglass boats, Ravinder told that the boat was first cast in wood and the dye so prepared was then used for giving shape to the boat.

The motor boats, he told would cost more depending upon the size and quality of motors. They were also into making pedal boats for tourism, he added. But quietly he admitted that the business was gradually taking a hit and they had simultaneously entered into furniture making. I had an anxiety about the myth of wearing finger rings made of boat nail iron. While Ravinder expressed his total disbelief to this myth his friend sitting close by told that the flowing water is considered to be sacred and the boat is a replica of movement, gati, which is strengthened by nails. These nails bind the wooden planks of the boat and hold them together and as such considered relation binders. Hence the finger ring made of such nails, he told, is believed strengthens the relationship between husband and wife as well as provide growth to their life.

**Punjab: Farmers get info about carp breeding**


A monthly meeting of Innovative Fish Farmers Association (IFFA) was held at College of fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University here today. Farmers from different districts of the state attended the meeting. They were apprised about the control of common carp breeding in February-March by Dr Vaneet Inder Kaur, co-ordinator of the IFFA. She revealed that common carp is one of the important carp species with bottom feeding behaviour, but due to its prolific breeding after every six months under stagnant pond conditions, can lead to its excessive population in the pond. If not managed properly, it can have negative impact on the growth of other species due to depletion of food and space for them.

Through judicious utilisation of the organic matter generated from different livestock systems, the farmers can get maximum benefit by integrating different ventures. In this regard, Dr Sandeep Kaswan, Assistant Professor, Department of Livestock Production and Management delivered a lecture on integrated fish farming with special reference to goat farming. Dr H K Verma, Director of Extension Education, GADVASU said that university is also organising training programme on different disciplines of livestock farming and fisheries.

**Punjab: Residents protest, Admn orders closure of fish market**


Following a massive protest by residents of the factory area here today, the district administration ordered the closure of the fish market that has reportedly been operating illegally
in the area for the past several years. Patiala Deputy Commissioner Ramvir Singh ordered in the
evening that the market shops should be shut and the shopkeepers were permitted to shift their
belongings by Sunday afternoon. Former Municipal Councillor Sukhwinder Pal Minta said the
market shopkeepers had lost the case in a local court, following which the court had declined any
stay. He said despite repeated requests to the administration for the past many weeks, no one was
interested in executing the court order. So the area residents staged a dharna for the cause, he
said. The administration had now asked the shopkeepers to close the shops till further orders,
following the protest. Heavy police was deployed in the area due to the protest. Sources said
some local politicians were backing the fish market and were pressurising the administration “to
let the market continue”. Area Municipal Councillor Harpreet Kaur and her husband Sukhwinder
Pal Minta, former Municipal Councillor, were up in arms against the district administration and
had approached the court to seek the closure of the market.

They had even taken up the matter with Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal during his
‘sangat darshan programme’ a few weeks ago, and the Deputy Chief Minister had asked the
Patiala Municipal Corporation to initiate an appropriate action in this regard. In September, a
month after the district authorities had removed the fish market from the area due to a number of
complaints by residents, the market was again allowed to operate after a local court stayed the
proceedings. However, the affected shopkeepers said they should be provided with separate
shops as the market was the source of their livelihood.

**Punjab: Climate change meet: Presentation given on solar projects in Chandigarh**


A presentation was given Saturday on how Chandigarh is being developed as a “Model Solar
City” at the 22nd Conference of Parties (COP 22) to the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), being held at Morocco. Chandigarh is representing India in the field of solar
power. Santosh Kumar, Chandigarh Renewal Energy, Science and Technology Promotion
Society (CREST), is part of an Indian delegation, said that a detailed presentation on how
Chandigarh is being developed as model solar city was given.

He said that representatives of other countries lauded the efforts being put in by Chandigarh in
field of solar power. A documentary film on Chandigarh was also showed in the conference.
Chandigarh, which is being developed as model solar city, had also participated in the 21st
edition of the conference held in Paris last year. Chandigarh is ranked number one city in the
country in the installation of solar rooftop plants on government buildings. So far, it has
managed to install solar panels on over 120 buildings. The Chandigarh Administration aims to
generate 100MW, both residential and government, by 2022. However, despite efforts by
CREST, the response from city residents opting for solar power is not very impressive so far.
Punjab: Badal announces R&D centre to boost shrimp production


In a bid to boost income of farmers in Punjab's south-western parts through pisciculture, Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal today gave nod for a Research and Development Centre near Malout to promote shrimp farming. "The 'Blue Revolution' in the state could transform the destiny of farmers," he said while interacting with a delegation of progressive fish farmers at his residence here. The unprecedented success of shrimp (Jhinga) farming in brackish waters in Muktsar and Fazilka districts has proved its huge potential as an allied source of income for farmers, Badal said. "The SAD-BJP government was making all out efforts to promote fish farming in the state," he said.

The Chief Minister said, "Though Punjab pioneered the Green Revolution, which was instrumental in providing food security to the country, agriculture was no longer a profitable venture because of escalating input costs and squeezed profit margins." "Because of these factors farmers of the state were on the brink of an economic crisis," he claimed. "In such a dismal scenario pisciculture was the only ray of hope for farmers as they could supplement their income through it," he said. The state government would set up a dedicated fund for running this centre, Badal assured. The Chief Minister announced that the state government would give a 50 per cent subsidy on equipment, feed and seed to boost production of shrimps in the state.

Punjab: Badal announces 50 percent subsidy on shrimp production


Punjab Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal today announced a subsidy of 50 per cent to give further boost to shrimp production in the state. A decision to this effect was taken by Badal while presiding over a meeting with fish rearers and fishery experts here. Badal further asked fish rearers to set up shrimp producer's society with fair representation of fish farmers, experts of fishery from Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU) and officials from the state fisheries department to enhance the Shrimp production on scientific lines. He also directed the Additional Chief Secretary (Animal Husbandry, Dairy & Fisheries) to send the interested fish farmers for training at Indian Council for Agricultural Research-Central Institute of Fisheries Education (ICAR-CIFE), Rohtak to learn about the emerging techniques of shrimp production besides the significance of quality water check.

The Chief Minister also impressed upon the Fisheries department to send a delegation of progressive farmers from the state to Andhra Pradesh to update their knowledge about the latest techniques of shrimp production, an official release said here. The Chief Minister also assured
fish farmers that he would soon take up the case of allotting an ICAR-CIFE Centre for Punjab with Government of India to promote fishery in a big way on the pattern of one such Centre already existing in Rohtak (Haryana). He also gave a nod to the department for the purchase of insulated vehicle for the transportation of shrimp from the fish farms to the nearest fish market outlets.

**Punjab: Experts: Fish farming yields high returns**


A five-day training programme on fish farming was conducted at the College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU). Farmers, unemployed youth as well as entrepreneurs belonging to non-farming community from Ludhiana, Mansa, Jalandhar, Bathinda and Ferozepur attended the programme. Technological inputs for scientific farming of different species such as carps, catfish, prawns/shrimps, ornamental fish and Azolla was provided to the trainees. Lectures on role of media in marketing, on-going promotional schemes of the government for financial assistance to fish farmers and extension/utility services provided by GADVASU, were also delivered. Fish farming was a lucrative enterprise for diversification for farming community. It helped achieve higher earnings per unit land holding and required less labour as compared to agriculture and livestock farming systems, experts said.

**Punjab: Punjab government bans exotic magur in state**

The Punjab has issued directions placing complete ban on fish farming of exotic magur (clarius gariepnus) which is hazardous for the indigenous fishes of the State. This exotic magur eats the other fishes and also their feed in the pond. Disclosing here today, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Development and Fisheries Minister, Punjab, Gulzar Singh Ranike said that concerned matter was brought to the notice of Fisheries department and this specific breed of fish causes the harmful effect on the environment also posing danger to the Indian breeds. The Animal Husbandry Minister said that in order to stop the breeding of exotic magur, a special committee has been constituted to ensure the compliance the order of State Government and the said committee has issued instructions to the concerned department to conduct surprise checks in this regard. He further said that on the direction of constituted committee, 12 kg of clarius gariepnus was seized and destroyed on the spot and on 25 August, 2016 fine imposed to the the farmer in Village Gorla of District Sangrur.

**Punjab: Ornamental fishing to benefit rural farmers**

A three-day training programme on ‘Ornamental fish farming’ was organised at College of Fisheries, Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU) to promote ornamental fish culture among fish farmers, unemployed youth and women. While inaugurating the training programme, Asha Dhawan, Dean, College of Fisheries, said the global ornamental fish trade was worth Rs 2,000 crore with an average annual growth rate of 14 per cent. It contributed significantly to rural development through livelihood generation in many developing countries including India with an ornamental fish market worth Rs 50 crore contributing 0.32 per cent to global ornamental fish trade. The participants including hobbyists and traders from different districts of Punjab were imparted technical know-how on different aspects of ornamental fish culture such as identification of important cultivable varieties; culture and breeding processes; feed and feeding management; water quality management; pond management; disease management; propagation of aquatic plant; aquarium fabrication; decoration and maintenance.

Vaneet Inder Kaur and Sachin Onkar Khairnar said a small backyard culture and breeding model with an average earning of Rs 8,000 to 9,000 per month had been developed in the college for demonstration and skill development in the farming as well as non-farming communities including rural household women, youth, hobbyists and traders. Brood stock rearing and seed production of various ornamental fish varieties such as Koi Carp, Gold fish, Molly, Platy and sword tail had already been carried out successfully at College of Fisheries and the technologies were being demonstrated to the masses through regular training programmes. While addressing the trainees, the chief guest at the valedictory function, Harish Kumar Verma, Director, Extension Education, GADVASU, asked all the participants to adopt small scale enterprise such as ornamental fisheries for additional income and financial security. Verma also informed the trainees about various training programmes conducted by GADVASU and advised them to keep in touch with experts and their fellow farmers for updates. Feedbacks with suggestions from the participants were recorded for impact assessment and improvement to make trainings farmer-friendly.

**Punjab: Anti-larvae fish to combat mosquitos**

[link](http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chandigarh/Anti-larvae-fish-to-combat-mosquitos/articleshow/53309902.cms)

The fisheries department of Chandigarh is working jointly with the health department to control and fight mosquito-borne diseases like malaria, dengue which have become a common name in every household. Particularly in ongoing rainy season, mosquitoes breed very rapidly causing the spread of diseases. The health department has identified stagnant water points in various
locations of the city where officials of both departments are releasing Gambusia fish, commonly known as anti-larvae fish, as it eats larvae of mosquito and prevents further breeding. So far, this anti-larvae fish has been released in Rock Garden, Baghiya Nursery, Divine Nursery, Ram Nursery, Durga Nursery, and in Sector 26. Other points include Bougainvillea Garden, Sector 10; Leisure Valley, Rose Garden, Sector 16 and Shanti Kunj, Sector 16. Chandigarh administration does not want to leave any stones unturned and is making all efforts to check the spread of mosquito-borne diseases. In the northern region, Government Fish Seed Farm, Chandigarh, only breeds rare fishes and supplies to several agencies free-of-cost for stocking in stagnant water bodies to prevent mosquito breeding.

**Punjab: MC to remove illegal fish market under Jagraon Bridge**


Mayor Harcharan Singh Gohalwaria visited the illegal fish market under the Jagraon Bridge and asked the officials of the Tehbazaari wing to remove at the earliest. Also, a drain is passing through the shops, which remains encroached and officials have been asked to remove the encroachments from the drain as well. He directed the officials of the Operation and Maintenance Cell to first clear the filth and debris from inside the drain as due to the choking of this drain there was a waterlogging problem in Dholewal area and Gill Road. The illegal fish market near railway lines gives a shabby look and is unhygienic as well. The Mayor said, “Slaughtering in open is not allowed and it is hazardous for health as well especially in this weather. The officials have been directed to clear everything as soon as possible.”

**Punjab: Fish mandi in Amritsar is ready: CPS Des Raj Dhugga**


Incentives given to fish farmers has paid dividends, helping the state attain the top slot in fish farming in the country, said chief parliamentary secretary (CPS) and state legislator from Sri Hargobindpur Des Raj Dhugga here on Sunday. Dhugga said 38,000 acres of land has been brought under fish farming in Punjab. He said the state has been producing 6.5 tonnes of fish per hectare, while the national average is 3 tonnes per hectare. Dhugga said the Punjab government, under its diversification programme in farming, is providing 90% subsidy for fish farming in wetland areas of the state and 50% in other areas.

The CPS said the construction of fish mandis has been completed in Amritsar and Bathinda, and fish farmers and sellers will be allotted space at these mandis soon. Dhugga said the state government is setting up Regional Fish Farming Research Institute at Bathinda, which will be helpful in increasing the production of fish by using latest technology. He said the government
has also sanctioned setting up of four laboratories for testing soil and water. First such laboratory 

Punjab: New hatcheries, nursery units: Punjab government spending Rs 632 million on establishment

http://www.brecorder.com/agriculture-a-allied/183/50447/

Punjab government is spending Rs 632 million on setting up of new hatcheries and nursery units to meet the growing demand of fish seed, besides the use of barren lands for fisheries purpose. While presiding over a review meeting regarding the ongoing development projects on Friday, the Director General Fisheries Punjab, Iftikhar Ahmed Qureshi said that 60 acres of land has been procured in Lahore at Bhaseen at a cost of Rs 14 million to establish a large hatchery in first phase whereas suitable lands are being identified in other districts. The main objective of the project is to provide quality fish seed to the fish farmers, he said. Each nursery comprising five acres of land would be set up in Pakpattan, Mandi Bahauddin, Narowal, Chiniot and Nankana Sahib for which suitable land is being identified that would be procured in the next financial year. Following setting up of a large fish seed hatchery in Lahore and nursery units in five districts, the production of additional quality fish seed of culturable species could be possible.

Qureshi said that barren lands would be utilised for the promotion of fisheries to meet the fish seed requirements of the public and private sectors. A comprehensive plan has also been devised at a cost of Rs 165 million. Under this project, a fish seed hatchery would be established in Rajanpur district which will increase the production capacity of fish seed from 600 to 800 metric tons that would be supplied for natural waters in Dera Ghazi Khan Division and fish farms set up in private sector, he added.

Punjab: First ever Punjab Fish Mela concludes at PAU


The two-day Punjab Fish Mela-2016, organised by the Fishery Department, concluded at the PAU here today. Irrigation Minister Sharanjit Singh Dhillon was the chief guest on the occasion. A seminar, exhibition and cultural programmes were organised on the concluding day. Farmers rearing fish spoke about the problems they were facing while experts gave them the solutions. Dhillon said the event would help farmers adopt occupations related to fishery as their prime occupation. He added that fish farming, poultry farming, goat farming, pig and dairy farming if adopted together, could be cost effective and more productive, apart from generating income. Speaking on the occasion, Mandeep Singh Sandhu, Additional Chief Secretary (Animal Husbandry, Fisheries and Dairy Development), said Punjab was the first state in the country
which was giving 50 to 90 per cent subsidy on fish farming. For marketing, three state-of-the-art fish markets have been started in the state, he said.

Sandhu exhorted experts to research and encourage fish farming in areas having hard water, as well. Later, he honored progressive farmers and scientists in the field of fisheries. Meanwhile, scientists shared their views about fish farming during a seminar organised today. During a session, Dr Gopal Krishna, Vice-Chancellor-cum-Director, CIFE-Mumbai, spoke about fisheries education and training in India. Another expert Dr Harikrishan, scientist in charge, CIFE-Rohtak, spoke about rearing of prawns in hard water areas. Dr P Parveen, Assistant Director General, ICAR-New Delhi, spoke about boats and net for catching fish. Other experts spoke about value-added fish products, status of fish farming in the state and cage culture etc.

Punjab: Punjab govt to organise fish festival in Ludhiana on April 24, 25


promote fisheries as an alternative venture, the Punjab government for the first time will organise a two-day fish festival at Ludhiana on April 24 and 25. Giving details, animal husbandry and fisheries minister Gulzar Singh Ranike said the fisheries department would collaborate with the National Fishery Development Board, Hyderabad. “The festival is aimed at giving maximum exposure to fish farmers so that they can derive maximum benefit out of this. South-west districts which are waterlogged will be developed for fisheries on a large scale,” he said. The minister said that during the festival, technical sessions had been planned for guidance by renowned scientists from across the country. The festival will also witness an exhibition on hi-tech machinery and other essential items required in fish farming. Progressive fish farmers will be honoured on the occasion.